PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

CENTRAL HUDSON REGION 1 OF 2

04-021 BARDONIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
04-027 WEST NYACK ELEMENTARY PTA
04-030 LIBERTY ELEMENTARY PTA
04-031 LAUREL PLAINS PTA
04-050 SOUTH ORANGETOWN COMMUNITY ELEM SCHOOL PTA
04-204 STRAWTOWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
04-206 THIELLS ELEMENTARY PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

CENTRAL HUDSON REGION 2 OF 2

04-211 TAFT ELEMENTARY PTA
04-226 WARWICK VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
04-259 GOLDEN HILL PTA
04-260 S.S. SEWARD INSTITUTE PTSA
04-275 PINE BUSH ELEMENTARY PTA
04-294 SANFORDVILLE ELEMENTARY PTA
04-304 CHESTER ACADEMY PTSA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

SUFFOLK REGION 1 OF 4

05-032 ALBANY AVENUE ELEM. SCHOOL PTA
05-088 BAYVIEW PTA
05-092 SUNQUAM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
05-171 NORTH COLEMAN ROAD SCHOOL PTA
05-173 GRUNDY AVENUE SCHOOL PTA
05-184 ST. JAMES ELEMENTARY PTA
05-193 EUGENE AUER PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

SUFFOLK REGION 2 OF 4

05-218 HAWKINS PATH PTA
05-229 ROLLING HILLS PTA
05-234 SIGNAL HILL PTA, INC.
05-333 COMMACK SEPTA
05-336 MERRIMAC SCHOOL PTA
05-340 WEST HOLLOW MS PTA
05-376 IDLE HOUR PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

SUFFOLK REGION 3 OF 4

05-394 MAUD S. SHERWOOD PTA
05-407 ACCOMPSETT MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
05-418 SYCAMORE AVENUE PTA
05-438 EDWARD J. BOSTI PTA
05-451 JOHN PEARL ELEMENTARY PTA
05-460 FRANK P. LONG PTA
05-468 ARROWHEAD PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

SUFFOLK REGION

05-473 SACHEM HIGH SCHOOL NORTH PTSA
05-488 SPRINGS SCHOOL PTA
05-493 BABYLON JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
05-496 COPIAGUE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
05-508 WING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
05-570 ANTHONY ALFANO PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

LEATHERSTOCKING REGION
06-087 ROBERT E. MYLES PTA
06-373 GOLDEN KNIGHTS PTA
06-379 CAZENOVIA HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

GENESEE VALLEY REGION

07-220 BROCKPORT CENTRAL PTSA
07-270 MARTHA BROWN PTSA
07-294 HONEOYE PTA
07-311 CANANDAIGUA PTSA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

NASSAU REGION 1 OF 4

10-058 WEST SCHOOL PTA
10-100 JOHN W. DODD MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
10-103 WILLIAM S. COVERT PTA
10-125 WOODWARD PARKWAY PTA
10-138 BIRCH SCHOOL PTA
10-142 PLAINEDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
10-159 JOHN H. WEST PTA
10-163 SEAFLORD HARBOR PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

NASSAU REGION 2 OF 4

10-178 WOODLAND SCHOOL PTA
10-180 HICKSVILLE SENIOR HS PTSA
10-196 LEE ROAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
10-263 BROOKLYN AVENUE SCHOOL PTA
10-264 WILLIAM L. BUCK PTA
10-266 JAMES A. DEVER SCHOOL PTA
10-270 HOWELL ROAD SCHOOL PTA
10-274 CENTRAL MEMORIAL PTSA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

NASSAU REGION 3 OF 4

10-315 H.FRANK CAREY HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
10-331 GARDEN CITY PARK SCHOOL PTA
10-332 HILLSIDE GRADE SCHOOL PTA
10-350 HERRICKS HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
10-352 DENTON AVENUE PTA
10-360 GRIBBIN SCHOOL PTA
10-368 MINEOLA MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
10-413 JUDY JACOBS-PARKWAY PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

NASSAU REGION

4 OF 4

10-451 LEVITTOWN SEPTA
10-459 MASSAPEQUA SEPTA
10-462 HICKSVILLE SEPTA
10-522 OCEANSIDE SCHOOL #6 PTA
10-533 NEW VISIONS SCHOOL PTA
10-548 MARTIN AVENUE SCHOOL PTA
10-562 OBEN ELEMENTARY PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

NORTHEASTERN REGION 2 OF 2

12-240 SHENENDEHOWA HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
12-258 ACADIA PTA
12-261 BALLSTON SPA MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
12-303 RICHARD H. O’ROURKE MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
12-304 BURNT HILLS-BALLSTON LAKE HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
12-310 SCOTIA-GLENVILLE HIGH SCHOOL PTSA
12-330 VEEDER SCHOOL PTA
12-332 A.W. BECKER PTA
12-337 SHAKER MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

SOUTH CENTRAL REGION

14-235 BATH-HAVERLING PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

SOUTHEASTERN REGION

15-035 THOMAS JEFFERSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
15-393 HARRY E. ELDEN PTA
15-394 VAN BUREN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
15-396 CATHERINE M. MCNAMARA PTA
15-398 DONALD S. RAY PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

TAConIC REGION

17-032 Oak Grove Elementary PTA
17-092 Haviland Middle School PTA
17-231 Noxon Road PTA
17-237 Myers Corners PTA
17-282 Rondout Valley Middle School PTSA
17-286 Garrison Union Free School PTA
17-311 Vail Farm Elementary PTA
17-312 Union Vale Middle School PTA
17-321 Van Wyck PTA
17-800 Germantown PTSA
PTA MEMBERSHIP ALL STARS

WESTCHESTER-EAST PUTNAM REGION 1 OF 2

18-081 KING STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
18-156 PRIMROSE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
18-190 DANIEL WEBSTER MAGNET SCHOOL PTA
18-210 HORSEMEN PTA
18-306 PELHAM MEMORIAL HS PTA
18-315 SAMUEL J. PRESTON PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

WESTCHESTER-EAST PUTNAM REGION 2 OF 2

18-328 P.E.A.R.L.S. PTA
18-329 SOMERS SEPTA
18-356 THE FAMILY SCHOOL 32 PTA
18-370 MOHANSIC PTA
18-372 MILDRED STRANG MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA
18-427 WILLIAMS SCHOOL PTA
PTA MEMBERSHIP
ALL STARS

WESTERN REGION
19-187 THOMAS A. EDISON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
19-239 MAPLEMERE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTA
19-276 PINEHURST ELEMENTARY PTA
19-280 FRONTIER CENTRAL HS PTSA
19-393 CASEY MIDDLE SCHOOL PTSA
19-431 CHEEKTOWAGA CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL PTA